**Joypad Arcade** is a fully equipped retro-gaming set-up, with authentic, lovingly restored equipment and more games in our library than most people even knew existed!

We offer numerous options, which can be customised individually, so that you get exactly what you want from your hire. Whether you’re looking to host a major, commercial event, or just re-live some old favourites with a few friends, we’ve got it covered.

We take care of everything, so you don’t have to worry. Joypad Arcade is totally self-contained; we make sure you have everything you need for your chosen set-up and our crew will be there right through the event, from beginning to end – making sure everything runs smoothly.
Our consoles come in specially designed units called ‘pods’. Each pod holds two different consoles that are protected from the elements, individually lit and cleverly ventilated – this means there is little chance of them being damaged or overheating and interrupting your game play. Introducing the stars of the show: our...

You can hire between two and six Joypods (four to twelve consoles), and choose various combinations of twelve classic home systems:

- Atari 2600
- NES
- Master System
- Megadrive (w/ Mega CD)
- SNES
- Sega Saturn
- Playstation
- N64
- Dreamcast
- Gamecube
- Playstation 2
- Xbox

Each Joypod comes paired with a set of Bang & Olufsen CRTs (perfectly suited to retro-gaming) or projectors for big-screen gaming.

All Joypods also come with original, official controllers and peripherals/accessories; such as light guns (Superscope, Menacer, Virtuagun, G-Con, Zapper), multi-taps, R.O.B. the Robot, dance mats, even electronic maracas!
As an alternative to our standard Joypod - you can choose our MultiPod. This neat, self-contained unit houses six consoles and their controllers, plus six corresponding 14” CRT screens, all in their own specially designed stand.

This set up is straightforward, sleek, space-saving and economic: ideal for smaller or more casual events, workspace rewards, or long term hires.

All you have to do is pick any six games from our library to pre-load onto the consoles and you’re ready to play!
Our games library holds more than 1000 individual titles, and all cartridges and discs are 100% original – no copies, no emulations: we don’t deal with anything other than the real thing!

Along with all the usual classics and system defining titles, we offer a wide selection of unexpected and unusual titles. Including some widely acclaimed, but rarely available games, which people might never have had the chance to play before.

All of these games are listed in ‘The Game Bible’ (a mighty tome of all our games), which players can flick through and see which games they’d like to try their hand at.
CHOOSING YOUR GAMES

We load a choice of games to get you started, then players can choose anything they’d like to try next from ‘The Game Bible’.

Players can simply ask one of the Joypad Crew to put on a particular game and they will load it up. (We rotate one game at least every twenty minutes)

Or we have the option of adding a Twitter voting wall, with a customised hashtag – people can tweet their choice to us and we will rotate the games requested.
**EXTRAS**

**Videogame Democracy:** A different option available for game selection is our button-based voting system.

Every ten minutes, two pre-selected games will face off in a live vote. Players then have 60 seconds to cast their votes using a row of ten, backlit buttons – five red, five blue. Whichever game gets the most votes goes on next... players often seem to have just as much fun hitting the buttons as they do playing the winning game!

**Indie Gaming:** Joypad also offers a small, ever-changing selection of pre-release, indie games – these emerging, newly evolved games can provide an unexpected compliment to our standard retro set-up.

**Music:** If you’d like to add a bit more excitement to your event, we can bring along a full PA system for you to play your own music, or provide you with playlists, computer themed music (chiptune, electro etc), live acts or DJs.
Like what you see?

For a tailor made quotation or if you have any questions please get in touch;

management@joypadbar.co.uk
07921 952 459

For more pictures, videos and content why not check us out on social media;

facebook.com/joypadbar  twitter.com/joypadbar  youtube.com/joypadbar

We also host our own events, for listings and tickets check out our website;

www.joypadbar.co.uk